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Subject: Reinforcing physical border barriers and introducing refusal of entry at all of the EU’s 
external borders as illegal immigration increases due to the crisis in Afghanistan

The Taliban have returned to power in Afghanistan and, among others, Germany’s Federal Ministry of 
the Interior, Building and Community has forecast that 300 000 to 5 million people will flee the 
country. Right now, large numbers of Afghans are being accommodated by Afghanistan's neighbours 
Iran (780 000) and Pakistan (1.45 million), and it is unclear whether these countries have any more 
capacity. This means an inevitable increase in Afghan immigration pressure on the EU.

In 2015–2016, the EU’s external border controls failed completely and over a million people crossed 
the EU’s external borders illegally to seek asylum. The refugee crisis of 2015–2016 led to a significant 
reduction in the internal security of EU Member States, which manifested itself in the form of several 
terrorist attacks in 2015–2017. Integration problems came to a head and public expenditure increased 
as direct consequences of the refugee crisis. The EU cannot afford to repeat the mistakes of 2015–
2016 if it is targeted by massive flows of Afghan migrants via Turkey, for example.

Of the Member States, Greece has already decided to reinforce the wall along its eastern border so 
that it does not become a migration channel to Central Europe for Afghans. The hybrid operation 
launched by Belarus against Poland and Lithuania earlier this year using illegal immigrants has 
resulted in Lithuania and Poland building fences along their borders with Belarus. A new law has also 
entered into force in Lithuania, permitting the direct return of illegal immigrants to Belarus at the 
border.

The political solutions employed by Greece, Poland and Lithuania to combat illegal immigration 
should become Union policy. It is clear that Member States do not have the humanitarian or economic 
resources to receive a massive number of Afghans attempting to enter the EU illegally. Is the Council 
prepared to consider a common policy guideline for dealing with illegal immigration by reinforcing 
physical border barriers and introducing standard refusal of entry at all of the Union’s external 
borders?


